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Summer holiday in Split 1985



Alopecia Areata
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TOXIC
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Elementary 
school

University hospital

Paediatric ward, patient history

Treated alopecia with cortisone. No effect. 

Treatment discontinued for now. Some of 

the bald patches have grown hair back 

naturally, but new bald patches have 

also appeared on the other side of 

the head. Parents will monitor 

the condition.
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University hospital

Paediatric ward, patient history 

 
Treated alopecia with SUP. Average 

response. The skin of the patient can’t 

tolerate more treatment. Treatment 

discontinued for now.  Parents will 

monitor the condition.

University hospital

Children’s diseases, patient history

Treated alopecia with cortisone. No effect. 

Treatment stopped for now. Some of the bald 

patches have grown away naturally,  

but new bald patches have appeared  

on the other side of the head. Parents will 

monitor the condition.



Alopecia Totalis
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MIddlE SCHOOl
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OK
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Alopecia Universalis
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HIGH SCHOOl
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* Hey let’s go somewhere else. Somewhere where I don’t have to look at that bald bitch.

*18 
  at last!

*
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SAlON HAPPINESS

lON HAPPINESS
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Synthetic hair, synthetic life.
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AdUlT EdUCATION 
dEPArTMENT OF vISUAl ArTS 
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Congratulations,  
 

You have been accepted into the Faculty of Arts.

University acceptance letter

Welcome!
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ArT SCHOOl
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* Elizabeth I, Andy Warhol, dame Edna, lady Gaga!

*
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Wigs made of synthetic hair:- Itchy
- Hard to find the right size, 

style and color- doesn’t stay on- Wears out quickly
- looks and feels fake

- difficult to style, braid, 
wear up etc. because of the 

fiber and base- Can’t wash or dry  
while wearing- Must be protected from 

heat
- Synthetic fiber bends 
uncontrollably- The seams hurt the skin

- Standard models may 
accidentally fall off

- Need maintenance often+ Cheaper than real hair
+ Cool in the summer

+ ready-made, no waiting

Wigs made of human hair:+ doesn’t itch+ Easy to order the right size,  

style and color+ Stays on well+ Stays in good shape  
for a long time+ looks and feels real

+ Easy to style, braid, wear up etc. 

because of the hair and base

+ Can be washed and dried  

while wearing+ doesn’t need to be protected 

from heat+ The hair can be bent the way 

you want+ The seams don’t hurt the skin

+ Custom-made models don’t 

accidentally fall off
+ rarely needs maintenance  - Expensive- Hot during the summer

- A custom made piece takes 

months to make

HAIr SOlUTIONS
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right  
size

Wrong  
color

dark brown, 
short, supple,  

thick

right color,  
too big and long

right size  
and color

Too short  
and curly

right model  
and color

Too  
small

52cm
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66°:25° #3
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TOIlET
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Sunday.



real hair, real life?
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”A Custom-made human- 

hair wig changed my life…” ”...me too, my everyday life 
would be hard without it...”

”...it improved my quality 
of life so much.”

”...but the production takes between 

two and four months and costs  

a fortune…”

”...european hair is more  
expensive, Indian is cheaper…”

”...real-hair wig…  

problem, problem, problem…” 
”...and after the first wash it was 

completely knotted and I had to wait 
ages for a new one…”

”...absolutely no consumer protection 
and not covered by insurance…”

”...it feels so real...well, it is human hair...” 

”...everything has gone really well 

and I have had no problems 

whatsoever…”

”... one doctor told me to wear 

 a beanie instead to make my wig last 

longer...”

”...but it’s really hot and I can’t wear 
it during the summer…”

” ...Our family has two alopecia patients and 

we both need custom-made wigs. They’re the 

best one can get under the circumstances, 

but the cost is pretty high…

”...my wig is really worn but I 
don’t have money enough to 

buy a new one..” 

”...I don’t need a wig,  
I feel better without wearing one…”

” ...Custom-made wig improved 
my quality of life significantly, 

but only few doctors and nurses 
understand what’s the difference 
between custom-made and ready-
made wigs. ready-made wigs are 

”fashion wigs” and proper custom-
made human-hair wigs are 

medical wigs, the ones we truly 
need. I’m tired of explaining this 

difference to healt care workers...”
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JANUArY

FEBrUArY

MArCH
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donor: European

Treatment: Untreated

Curl: Straight

donor: Indian

Treatment: dyed

Curl: Natural curl/wave
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Hair. life.
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Thank you Pauli Kervinen, Mum, dad, Inari Kiuru and Kaisli Kiuru  
and their families, and friends. Without you there is nothing.  

 
Thank you goes also to support groups, other people who have alopecia and to those 

hairdressers and entrepreneurs who can see your despair and help. 

Thank You Paula Malinen, Suvi Humalisto, Ella Kivinen, Tuuli Juntunen, Yasmin May Jafaar, 
Shaun Tan, Kaisa leka, Maija Savolainen, Aleksi Manninen, Hilda Törmänen, ross Hvidsten, 

Anniina Zabelin and all of you who helped me and showed support  
and interest towards this work. 

 
 Thanks also goes to Jasso the Cat, Peanuts, Corto Maltese,  

Inspector Canardo, Silence, Spiderman and Batman.



1. Covers the head ja helps us to recognize a person. let it grow or shave 
it. dye, curl, straighten, add a hairpiece, play. do what feels best. If 
you don’t grow any, that’s ok. Sometimes it happens. Get a wig if you 
feel like you need one.

2. Prevent sweat from dripping/running into you eyes and are an 
important part of a nonverbal body language. let them grow, pick or 
shave them away. Whatever you like. Also dyeing is ok. If you don’t 
grow any, just be without; have a permanent or semi-permanent 
pigmentation or draw them yourself.

3. Protect eyes from small particles and sweat. Curl, dye, add extensions 
or forget them and pay attention to something else, there’s only so 
few of them anyways.

4. Also women can grow a beard. That’s the way it is. Back in the day 
everybody’s face was covered with hair, so let it grow, shape, shave 

 or get it removed.

5. If you have it, let it grow, shave or have it waxed. These are only some 
lonely leftovers from evolution and don’t play a major role in the big 
picture.

6. Hair that gets the least attention of all woman’s hair. What could you 
 possible do with them? 

7. Some shave, sugar or wax all of it away, some only shave sides and 
some just let it grow. Choose for yourself or try something new.

8. Protects the ears from dirt. I suppose. 

9. Protects the nasal passage and lungs from dust and dirt, and prevents 
mucus from draining freely. I was twenty-something when I realised 
that women grow nasal hair too! 

10. Almost everybody has it and so many removes it. Why?

11. Somebody somewhere started to remove these. Maybe just for fun, 
maybe to please others. I’d like to know which one.

PS. Men, your bodies grow the same hair and you can do exactly the 
same things as women can with your hair. People, have fun with it!

Womans hair in 2017

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

11.

10.

9.

8.

leg hair  
and toe hair

Underarm hair

About hundred thousand hairs

Eyebrows

Eyelashes
Nose hair

Ear hair

Beard

 Back hair, 
chest hair and 

breast hair

Hair on arms  
and fingers

Belly, pubic  
and butt hair

= hair growth area






